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.+ PPLICATION OF A MEAN FIELD APPROXIMATION TO TWO SYSTEMS
THAT EXHIBIT SELF-ORGANIZED CRITICALITY
James Theiler
In this exposition, a mean field analysis will be applied to predict and explain SOIIWof tlw
f(:atures obuerved in two systems that are known to exhibit self-organized criticality: III(S
sandpile model of Bak, Tang, and Wieaenfeld [1], and a variation using Colltil)uolm
~ill II(W
that was introduced by Zhang [2]. It will be argued that mean field of ‘lhng and Il;lli [~1]
is problematic in that it fails to convmge. The modification guggested here intrmlllcm
a parameter to account for gandgrains falling off the edge of the sandpile; thi~ halnnrm
the sandgrainb which arc dropped on the sandpile from above, The modified antilysis is
t hcn applied to the equilibrium state of the sandpile, and to the time evolution 10W:lMI
r(luillhriutn. ‘I’he analysis is then cxtendecl to other systems which exhibit df-orgiilli~(~tl
rritical behavior.
1.

Introduction

For dissipative dynamical systems with extended Agrees of frcwdom, a vnrlcty of ii[)(’llilo!+ [4 ],
pnrmltly collective phenomenon have been obuerved, including spatio-tmllportd
rolmst intcmnitt?ncy
[5], long quaaiutationary
tranHicnt8 [6]. attractor crowding [7] illl(l
(Sllistc’rillg
[8, 9], ‘anlplitude
dratllw
[10], and self-orgnniwd
rriticnlit~
[1 ], S(’lf-ol’gillli Z(’fl
crilirfi lily. in particular, has hmm invokml to wcph~in brhnviur O( n with’ vnrivty of lJ]l)’~i~’ill
syNtrnni,
from mrthquakes to ~avmlanchmi

I

The mean field is one of the few analytical tools that are available for the undcrst.anding of systems with many interacting components.
The approach of the mean field
is to replace individual components with statistical averages. It is a relatively crude approximation which ignores the spatial aspect of the system, but it is general enough to
be applied to many different systems, and it usually leads to a computationally
tractiblc
approximation.
After introducing the sandpile model, I will discuss the the mean field analysis that.
was developed by Tang and Bak [3], and show how a slight modification
mak(w t h’
analysis more sensible. The modified analysis will then be compared to simulations aII(l
the quantitative
agr~ment
(and dimgreement)
will be discussed.
Finally, the nllnl~~is
will be extended to the continuous system of Zhang [2], and it will be shown lh:il LIIC’
self-organized discretization
which this system displays can be understood in terms of ii
mean field.
2.

The sandpiie

model

The sandpile model waa introduced by Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld [1], hereafter I]’l’\\:, I()
illustrate a property they called self-organized criticality. At each site (z, Y) m a S(III~W
lattice, there is an integ
number Z(Z, y) of what are often, but not quite correct Iy, (.i~ll(’(1
samljgrains. (It would he only slightly more correct to call :(z, y) a “local slept’.’” IJIII
%amlgrains” provide a more concrete picture.] There is a critical value A’ = 4 ill)~l~i’
which a iattice site is unstabl~. If any site on the lattice is unstable, then the htttirr M iI
whole is considered unstable, md is permitted to relax in a series of discrete uteps. Four
silndgrains at each unstable site are redistributed, one to each of the t’our ncightmrillg
~itcs, in a kind of diffusion that is highly nonlinear. Here,
:(1. y)
:(”’, y+l)
:(.r+l,

y)

+

:(r, y) -4,

+

:(r,.f/ *1)+1,

+

:(x*

(1)

l,y)+ll

“1’Iwr{’luxation prcmw continum until wmy silr m tlw Ihlticc is Still)l[sm
TIN* dymunics t hcn proctwds by woding W a Hinglf’ randoni (or il Iixwl [I I]) silt’:
to an unstnhlo Iattiw, tll(’ liltl.it’[’ ‘S illlolV1’{11{)
:( r,,, y(,) “- :(zo, ~,,) + I. If this Ids
11’liLXI)y f Iw abm rlllc until it lIe(:(Jmva stalk ngain. ‘1’1111s
thw nr~’ “hmg” I.ilm’ ~1~’11~

‘J

2.1.

Notation

The lattice in the BTW system needn’t be two dimensional, nor need it even be a IaLcice.
Let x represent a site on the lattice, and z(x) be the value at that site. Each site is
connected to its neighbors x’ E Nx. (Note that there is a hi-directionality
in the case
of a lattice: x’ E Nx implies x E Nxf.) It is possible to represent the external seeding
by a field term h~(x), which is zero almoat all of the time, but equal to one when the
x is seeded. (The t here corresponds
to short time steps. ) Further, write &(x) its the
“backflow” from neighboring eit~. Let b = lJ!fx I be the number of bonds per si L(? (n Iso
called the ‘coordination
number” ), and let K be the threshold value (note b = Ii = .1
for the original two-dimensional
BTW system).

:t+l(x)

&(x)

=

=

:,(x) + h,(x) - Mq:,oc))
~

+ (t(x)

(~)

(:!)

m:dx’))

Xwfx

where F(z)

is the threshold

function:

its value is O for z < K (inactive),

and 1 for : z Ii

(active).

3.

The mean

field of IIhng and Bak

In the mean field introduced by Tang and Bak [3], hereafter T13, the approxilllilt iml is
mnde that the sites are statistically
independent and identically distributed.
‘1’lw sil(’
is given by the cquatirm
vallle : is treated
aa a random variable whcme evolution

where hr is a random variable that takea a value of 1 with prohnhility h w(I a viilII(’ d
zero the rest of the time. The backflow, (f, is a ranciom variable given hy

((i)

Z[z][z’] =

:;,:}b)~;: ;;’ *

~~~~;p:
{

which we can write ‘TI[z][z’]= Tf[z - Z’ + 6F(z’)]
by
T[z]

s=

P{h+~=z}

=

(l-h)P(f=z]

(7)

where the transition

vector T is defined

(s)
+hP{(=z-1}

~
)
(l-ht)A=’b-=+h(J
As-l

=

Ib-r+l

.

The transition matrix ~ allows us to evolve the vector of current probabilitia
~{q = z}. We have, in matrix notation, Pt+l = ZPt, or more explicitly
P,+, [z]

~= ~z[z)[z’]P,[z’]
:=

~T,(z

-Z’+

(!))

(lo)
P,[:] :=

[11)
b~(z’)]p,[z’l

(].))

a’

of the rtimlon]
Thus, we can deris”e the time evolution of the probability distribution
variable :. Because the the matrix ~ depends on the vector T,, which clcpends tJII ;1,
and f,, both of which in turn depend on Pl, one can think of the evolution O( I]rolmbilili(’s
in Eq, 12 aa a nonlinear map:

3.1.

The problem of nonconvergence

4.

Modified

mean

field:

introducing

edges

One solution to the problem of nonconvergence is to rnimlc what happens in an actual
BTW lattice, and to let sandgrains fall off the edge. It isn’t instantly obvious how to do
this, since a mean field approximation
by definition eliminates the lattice structure from
the problem, and fails to distinguish edges from interior sites. The suggestion here is to
state that a fraction e > 0 of the sites are on the edge; we can later take e vmy slllall
if that is desired, but we need some mechanism to ‘lose” those grains of sand t hill iIrc
Having a finite fraction of edge sites alters the equal iull for
being added by the field.
the backflow ~. It is still the case that ( is equal to the number of active neighbors. IMII
the number of available neighbors depends now on whether the site is on the boul]dary
or not. With probability e it is on the boundary, and has b – 1 available neighhrs:
with
probability 1- e it is in the interior, md has b available neighbors. Thus,
P{{=z}=

(wb-=+e(b~’)Az’b-’-’m
(1.5)

(l-e)

and the modified transition

v=tor

is given by

(1(i)
The first thing to note is that e = O Icads to the original T13 mean field. [lowm’(~r, ill
IIlis CWW,wc have that the ilverage evolves according to

(:f+l) = (:J + h -

(Ii)

rA,.

achieved, with thr balance h = eA corrcspomlillg to [’SIIIrII;Il
inplil
011 the left hi~lld sick, and loss over the udge on the right hmid si(lc. :Nolc IIiiit I Ilk
lXIlaIICC: Pquation
does not make semw iIl the original
micxle! of ‘I’ll, whm’
F = ().

‘1’IIIIs, a ~tmdy state cm k

4.10

Finding the

uelf-consistent

solution

(Is)

for b~z<?b,

P[z]

=

(l/b)

P[z]

=

o.

~

(19)

( : ) A’(1 - A)b-k

k=s-b

for z > 2b,

(y-))

This leads to the result
(z) = (b - 1)/2+

(21)

bA,

which although linear in A, is in fact is exact for O ~ A < 1. The sandpile moclul flow
not m-seed until the lattice is finished relaxing; this is equivalent to saying h ~ 0 for
fixml, but arbitrarily small, e. Thus, the A + O limit is appropriate as an approxillmtion
of the sandpiIe model. This in fact is the same equilibrium probabilities that ‘1’13Clililll
to get in the h ~ O limit for their analysis.
4.2.

Some

comments

on computing

exponents

In TB. four ~uations
are presented, Eqs. (4a-d) in their paper, with four Illlkimwtls
( Po, Pl, Pz, Pa) and one parameter (h). A second parameter (0, which is the sanw i~~ (:))
is introduced as a function of the four variables. All of these are combined inlu ii sil!gl(”
cqilation, Eq. (5), which appears to exhibit two degrees of freedom; that is. lmI II /1 illlil
O are treated as though they were frw to vary i:ldependently of each other. I%ull~ this. ii
variety of exponents are computed.
But h and O are not incleprndent.
:\s (Ilmkllor [I;1]
has pcinted out. simply adding a fickl h brings the system away from from tII(*(“ritif”ill
point. so that “the parameters which kscrihe
both the proximity to tlw critical I)t)illl iliitl
t hc magnetic field are coupled toget hm.” Iiowcver, 1 Would argue that not mlj’ ill-l’ I llm~
not two independent clcgrces of frmiom; there is not ew!n one. ~~r Whik! tht!r(’ is (“0111])](’[(”
(!qymeracy in the solution when h = O (constrained only hy P[()] +.””+ P~6- 1] = I ~Illfl
P[h]=P[b+l]
=,..=
O), taking h to any nonzmo value leads to incmniistcnt l~(lliili imls
vi+li~l \~il~ t (j
wit h no solution at all. The edge parameter e provides ovc mathcnmt.irally
hrcak the degeneracy.
For the mean field analysis presented here, the Age parameter i~ cmlsi[lcrml lixmi,
w
tlmc i9 rrally only one degree of freedom, in dm control pnramct(!r A. So I (“illlll~)l
f“XpOnelltg

(“( Jllll)Uff?

(MI

prmlicting

1]111 r~thrr

fi~

exponents

I he rc4ativt!

f 11(’nvmagv (:).

h!y

are

~Cfill(!~

(CWW thmlgh
frrqllenci~s

in ‘~1].

of t lh~ Villll(W

I !!Ilollld (X)mlllcllt that t Imr

Ilillllr

“’IIM%LI1 fit+l’m

tlltw[’

m~

I)llt

clisrli~sc’~1

I)r(w’iitrfl
Iwrt=, thrst’

which

lkaliSC

Of thi!l,

I haV(’ (X)lli’(’lllril’

(’II II(J1

Iiw nm~t il~tmml ing t’(~iliII I”(SS).
OH Lll(: Iatti(w’.
P[.;], iillil ill [J;lrliilllilrm
othm til)llrOil(’llt?i wllicll illS() g(J IIJ” I 11[’

ttwsc arc arguably
ilr(!

fir{’ INWMWI011 t.rratitig

illl ilVi\lilll(-114’

il!4 il lJr;lI!,41illg

I,r(,i(ls=:

ol}llklmv [l:\]. IInlik{’ IIIU lll(~iil] Ih+l :~llill~.~i%
[14] iliitl
;Ll)l}roartws (Ill’ ill)h’ to pmlict llolltlriViiLl l’xln}lll’llt~m

IJ,V Alstrtilli

4.s.

comparison

with Simulation

The mean field analysis predicts P[z] = 1/6 for z <6 and P[z] = O for z ~ 6, giving
(s) = (b- 1)/2. It is of obvious interest to compare these predictions with values obtfiined
from numerical simulations of the BTW sandpile. The assumption of the mean field is
that is that sites are statistically independent.
Disagreements between mean field t hmry
and simulations therefore point to the importance of site-to-site correlations.
For the one dimensional sandpile (with b = K = 2) the sandpile self-organizes into a
state in which almost all of the sites are minimally stable. in the limit of large lat t icc
size, P[l] 41, and (z) ~ 1. By contrwst, the mean field predicts PIO] = P!l] = I/2,
and (z) = 1/2.
A two dimensional square lattice has b = A’ =4, and the mean field predicts PIO] =
hy
P[l] = Pp] = P[3] = 1/4, and (z) = 1.5. However, precise numerical simulation
Jlanna [1.5] find P = (0.073, 0,174,0.307, 0.446) ● 0.003 and (:) = 2.124.
Because the mean field is better at predicting the equilibrium state of a two diliwnsional system than a one dimensional system, one is led to presume that it will IN: CVCII
bet t.er for higher dimensions.
It is often the case for critical phenomena thnt [ Il{w is
m upper critical dimension, beyond which all behavior is independent fo dimcmioll a[d
depends only on coordination number, Indeed, a number of authors have suggested t h ilt
there is an upper critical dimension for the sandr ile [2, 3, 13, 14, 16, 17]. However. t lwsc
authors are concerned with the critical exponents; 1 do not know of work which suggmts
P will be exact fCJr lattices above a critical dimension,
that the individual probabilitia
4.4.

Time evolution

The mean field analysis not only predicts a self-ccmsisteut equilibrium state, 1)11t ill~()
thr time evolution of the system as it evolves toward equilibrium.
In comparing lh(’
man field to simulations on the BSW sandpile, however we must Iirst malw sur(I t II; IL
(’equivalent notions of “time” are used.
The t in the mean f’.eld approximation
refers to the short time steps during which
Since h is the probability of seeding a single ~ite at a givril SIION
thr lattice is relaxing,
tirnr step, 1/h is the average number of short time steps Ixtwmm scedingti of a pnrl i(.lllilr
~it(’.
If three are a total of S sites, then 1/(hS’) is the avmqc numlx’r of short til]l(’ st(’l}s
of t hc whole :attim; that is, the Icngth of the long t illw st.rl]. “l”li~vi,
lwtwmm ~ach ding
r = //,$’1is lirr~ tnemurm.i ill ullit9 of long lilllt Step.
Iii Fig. l(n),
tlw tinw mmlution of a 10 x I(I snnclpilr Iattirr is Sillllllillt’(1, sf;irl ill~
wif II Iho iuitial comlition of :(t, y) = O for cvrry ~itc. l)lOtt[!(l ill’(’ 1.11(’ fro{llmiti,’s 0(
or~’llrrwwr CIf wifr Villll(”!i 0, 1, 2, iilld 3. Tlw tinw plotta! is nllndx’r long Lillw slIIi)s
(livifhd lJv
. I,lw Iattiw Him: T/~ = r/ loo,”
Iu Fig, I (b), tiw mwm Iit+l is wmlvcd ming ttw wolution quation
II(1. 13 wil.il Viwy
SIlliill h. IImp, tilt’ timr axi~ is 111 wh~rc t js I,lir Hhort tinic st(’p in 1~(~, I 3. ‘l’lit* Illiwll ii(’1{1
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(a) An average of 50 simulations

of a 10x1O lattice, showing the probabilities
Pt[z] for the stable values z = O, 1,2,3 as a function of time r scaled by the area of the
lattice S = 100. The initial condition was for all sites to be zero. (b) Evolution O( the
mean field equations, with time t scaled by the field parameter h.
Figure

1:

model is in good agreement with the simulation for short times, and does reasonably
predict the time required for equilibrium to be reached.
5.

Contir~uous

Lattice

system

well

of Zhang

A variation of the sandpile model of BTW was proposed by Zhang [2], This motIrI II MIS
continuous instead of discrete values ,- and whenever the value at a site exceeds a rri[ic-al
value A“, the site relaxes according to the rllle
Z(z, y)

+

o

y)

+

z(z*l,

Z(Z, IJ* 1)

+

z(r, y + 1)+ z(r, y)/4

Z(z+l,

y)+z(z,

y)/4

(22)

!-hvding is done by addition of a random input uniformly chosen in the range [0. 21(/~J]
(SO that the average input seed is equal to 1(/6 which corresponds to the D’I’\4: sysli~.~l\
alw
(’xllil)i[s
at a random site. Zhang notes that, like the BTW sandpile, this systmn
s(:lf-txganized

crit:cdity.

Another kind of self-or~anization
is also observed. After a period of twollltiollt OINI
finds that a histogram of : values exhibits distinct peaks. For a two dillwnsional ~(lllilit’
lattice, there are four such peaks, which is just how many distinct statt!s arc a~i~ilaljlr to
a site in the original DTW sandpile. (See Fig. 2(a)) One of the peaks is a delta flill[’t ion
at : = O, and the others arc sharp hut of finite width,
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0
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Figure 2: (a) Simulation

of the Zhang model on a two-dimensional
50x50 sqllare
Xot
shown is the delta function peak at z = 0. (b) Mean field approximatiori
Zhang model with e = O.O5.

lattice.

Ior [ IIC

that
the Inoclificd
While leaving the details to a forthcoming pap,er [12], 1 comment
mean field analysis which was used in $4. for the sandpile model is readily adal)t,cd
to Zhang’s continuous model. As Fig, 2(b) shows, the mean field is able to predici, I Ile
discretization observed in the simulations,
As in the case of the BTW sandpile, the drtails
of the distribution
of P(z) are only approximately
captured,
Further experiments
[12]
indicate that the widths of the peaks can be attributed to the finite size of the Iatticv: [I)cy
e,
are made sharper in the mean field approximation
by deer.e~ing the edge para]netcr
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